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0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a random distribution of obstacles on W”, da 1, given by a 
Poisson cloud of points, of intensity v d.u, v > 0, which are the centers of 
balls of radius c1> 0, constituting the obstacles. One can look at the 
sequence of random eigenvalues of - $A in the ball B, centered at the 
origin with large radius ZV, when imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on the obstacles intersecting B,, as well as on c?B,. If one divides by IBNI, 
the volume of B,, the empirical measure based on this infinite sequence of 
eigenvalues, it is known, see [l] for a review, that this new sequence of 
measures on [0, co) almost surely converges vaguely to a deterministic 
measure I on [0, co) called density of states, with Laplace transform 
L(t)= (2wsd” E&[exp{ -v 1 W;l}] for t >O. (0.1) 
Here E& stands for Brownian bridge in time t expectation, and 
WY= UO<S<t B(X,, a) is the Wiener sausage of radius a of our Brownian 
bridge X. 
The study of small eigenvalues, and consequently that of I( [0, 11) for 
small 1 is of special interest, for it involves the collective behavior of the 
obstacles. As a consequence of the beautiful work of Donsker-Varadhan 
[3,4], one has the result 
lim t-d1’d+2J log(L(t))= -c(d, I’), 
I--t m 
(0.2) 
where c(d, v) is an “explicit” constant independent of a. This leads, see 
Nakao [8], Okura [9], to the fact that 
/([0,i])=exp{-vlB((~)‘i2)~ (1+0(l))] forsmallA, (0.3) 
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The purpose of this paper is to present here a method for proving results 
like (0.2), (0.3) which follows a line of attack different from that of 
DonskerrVaradhan. Here we apply the method to the case when obstacles 
are given by Poissonian translates of a given nonpolar compact set C. 
replacing B(0, a). We prove that 
lim t~“‘“+“log[(27ct)~“,’ E&o[exp( --I IV I--t r I )I1 = -44 tq), 
(0.4) 
lim t pd’fd+2J log[&[exp{ -I’ IC I }I1 = -4d VI, I-X 
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Ad denotes here the principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of - +A in a ball of 
radius 1. So (0.3) describes the Lifschitz tail of I; it roughly tells that for 
small 1, I( [0, A]) behaves as the probability that the Poisson point process 
puts no point in a minimal volume open set with fundamental eigenvalue 
I, which is given by B((&,/A)“‘). 
where c(d, v) is the same constant as in (0.2), E, denotes standard 
Brownian motion expectation, and WF = U,, < s < I X5 - C. This result yields 
for the density of states corresponding to this situation the same Lifschitz 
tail behavior as described in (0.3). 
We refrained from presenting here other applications of the method 
developed in Section I, to keep the present paper of reasonable size. Let us 
however mention that (0.4) does not seem to be an immediate application 
of Donsker-Varadhan’s method. 
Let us now briefly describe the motivation for the general method 
developed in Section I, if one for instance wishes to prove (0.2). 
The lower bound part in (0.2) is easier. One mainly optimizes the 
probability that a large open set does not receive any point of the Poisson 
cloud and that the process does not leave this large open set until time t. 
This optimization singles out large balls of radius const. t’ ‘d+“. 
The upper bound is the more delicate part. First L(t) given in 
(O.f), can also be written as the averaged transition density 
1E[(27rr)-~‘~ Eb.,[l( T> r)]], where T is the entrance time in the random 
obstacles and E is the Poisson process expectation. To estimate such a 
quantity one may think of using the bottom of the spectrum of - id in the 
“free” open set, complement of the obstacles. However, this is too global an 
object, which can pick the presence of large remote balls contained in the 
free open set. To avoid this, and guided by the lower bound step, one first 
uses as an upper bound the corresponding problem on a torus of size 
Lt1ctdf2’. To keep a “birds eye view” one rescales the torus to size L, and 
measures time in units t21’d+2’, and one can essentially dominate L(r) in 
terms of ~E[p(t~:‘~+~‘, 0,O) Efr’“[ l( T> t)]], where p is now the 
transition density, and E;_O the bridge in time s of Brownian motion on the 
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torus of side L, and the obstacles are now given by a Poisson cloud of 
intensity vt d~(d+2) dx of points which are centers of balls of radius _,
at ~ I/cd+ 2) 
The idea is that one now should discretize the possibilities for the free 
open set by chopping the torus into small cubes of diameter less than 
at-1!‘d+2), and picking as new free open set U(w) the complement of cubes 
containing some points of the Poisson cloud. For each of the finite 
possibilities V for U(w), one can estimate the probability that no points 
fall in V and the process does not leave V essentially by 
exp{ -t d’(d+2’(v 1 VI + A.( V))}, w h ere A(V) is the principal Dirichlet eigen- 
value corresponding to V. Summing over possible V’s gives an upper 
bound for the averaged transition density on the torus. The problem is that 
one has essentially 2’L~G1u)dld’dc2’ such terms. 
To prove that the left member of (0.2) is inferior to inf{vlQ +1(e), 0 
open in the torus), which is the main step to prove (0.2), one wishes to be 
able to use in the previous scheme arbitrarily larger grid sizes bt-‘.i’df2), 
b > a/$. This principally brings the following type of question: if one 
replaces the obstacles by enlarged balls of radius bt p’.“df2), does this raise 
significantly in the limit the eigenvalue corresponding to the free open 
space, provided this eigenvalue was of reasonable size? 
We address this issue in Theorems 1.4, 1.6, in a setting of not necessarily 
random microscopic obstacles. In the 2-dimensional case, one has a 
“microscopic recurrence” at hand and the answer is basically no. In higher 
dimensions one has to be somewhat more careful. One only enlarges 
obstacles corresponding to “good points” and throws away those corre- 
sponding to “bad points,” in order not to raise significantly the principal 
eigenvalue of the free open set. The volume of obstacles corresponding to 
bad points is well controlled, and if one looks at 0 the complement of the 
cubes containing good points, its volume can be made as close as wished 
to that of U which is the complement of cubes containing any points of the 
cloud. This allows us to use a similar strategy as before to prove (0.2). 
The fact that one deals with Brownian motion on a torus is not crucial, 
and the results in Section I are developed for “nice” reversible diffusions on 
a compact space. 
I. UPPER BOUND METHOD 
We consider here a compact space which is the state space of a reversible 
continuous Feller diffusion process. We will have on this space 
“microscopic obstacles,” which kill the process. We want to replace these 
obstacles by bigger microscopic balls, and we are interested in deriving 
results showing that the rate at which the process dies when one uses the 
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microscopic ball is not too different from the rate at which one dies with 
the original obstacles, at least if this rate remains finite. As we will see such 
a result will be true if the process has a recurrence property at the 
microscopic level, which will be explained later. In the “general” case we 
will only “enlarge” obstacles at certain good points. 
Let us now explain in a more rigorous fashion our setting. We have a 
compact space T, with metric d, and obstacles K,, i= 1, . . . . N. These 
obstacles will be microscopic in nature and we will have a positive number 
E giving control on the microscopic character of the obstacles, a positive 
number a and points _yi, i= 1, . . . . N, such that K, c B(x,, ~a), the ball of 
radius &a centered at _yi for the d-metric. We also suppose that we have a 
probability measure m on T, putting mass on every open subset of T, and 
a Feller process on T: (C([w + , T), (X,)raO, (P,).,, T), where X, are the 
canonical coordinate functions on C(R + , T). We assume the process has 
positive, measurable symmetric, transition densities pS(x, _r), s > 0, x, _V in T, 
with respect o m (that is satisfying the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations), 
and that for X, YE T and t>O, we have bridge measures Pi., I‘ on 
C( [0, t], T) such that 
forO<s<r, and A~cr(X,,,o<~<s), 
and X, = J’ a.s. P:, ~. 
Remark 1.1. If we know that p,( ., y) converges uniformly to zero as t 
goes to zero on the complement of every neighborhood ofy, we can construct 
Pt,,.. Indeed the previous formula allows us to construct the measure on 
C( [0, t), T) and p,_ ,(X1, y ) ’ defines a positive martingale 0 d s < t, under 
this measure. Almost surely as s converges through the rationals to t, it has 
a finite limit (see [ 123). This forces the measure to be concentrated on 
trajectories tending to JQ as s goes to r. 
Let us mention that in applications the compact space T, the obstacles 
K;, the number of obstacles N, or the process on T should not be viewed 
as fixed. We are rather aiming at giving uniform estimates, under certain 
assumptions on control parameters. 
Let us consider the “free open space” BK = T\u;N_, K,. We are now 
going to anticipate somewhat he results we want to prove. We are going 
to look at I,, the principal eigenvalue of the generator of the semigroup 
associated with the process killed when exiting 13,. We then replace 0,, by 
an open set 8, = T\UjEG B(xi, by), where b is a number bigger than a, and 
G is a subset of [ 1, N], corresponding to “good points.” That is we enlarge 
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obstacles at good points and disregard obstacles corresponding to bad 
points. This provides us with a second principal eigenvalue 1,. We are 
interested in obtaining conditions so that &, A M-G A, A M+ 6, and 
m(0,) < ~(0,) + 6, where M > 0, and 6 > 0, will be a priori given levels of 
control. In other words the volume of obstacles corresponding to bad 
points should be small, and if 1, has a “reasonable” value, 2, should not 
really increase. 
Let us now introduce our control conditions. We consider a number 
h>a, and M,6>0. We have ti>O, and r,>O, so that 
for x in T, and 0 < r < r,,, m B x, i arc-‘m(B(x, r)). (1.1) 
cc >> 
We then suppose that we have R > 3, c,, c? > 0, such that 
for x, J in T, with d(x, y) = ~1, and lobs 6 a < :, and for 
any compact subset E, with m(En&y,a)),t 
m(&, Co) ’ K’ 
(1.2) 
Here TE9 TB,x.RnjC denote entrance times in E, and B(y, Ra)C, respectively. 
Assumption (1.2) ensures that for a ranging from the microscopic scale up 
to the macroscopic scale one has nondegenerate probability of hitting suf- 
ficiently big compacts of a closed ball of radius a starting from the bound- 
ary of the ball before exiting the ball of radius Ra. 
[ 
E2 
Forx,Ilin Twithd(x,y)=bs<r,, P,, T,,,,,,p,,,,,,c<~ -CC*. 1 
(1.3) 
For i in [ 1, N], x in T with d(xi, x) < Eb < ro, P, T, <; 2 2~. [ 1 
(1.4) 
There is a decreasing function d(. ) from (0, cc ) in (0, 1 ] 
sothatd(x,y)<~r<r~*P, T <- a&r). [ BO.Eb, 1”2’] (1.5) 
Remark 1.2. In assumptions (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), we assume that certain 
hitting events at the microscopic scale E, are to occur, or not in the natural 
time scale E’. In fact the results we present in Theorems 1.4, 1.6, are valid 
as well if we replace E’ by a function f(a) decreasing to zero. That is 
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“microscopic hitting events” occur in “microscopic time scales.” But in 
most applications, we will present, the s2 time scale is sufficient. 
One last assumption is 
There is cj > 0, such that p( 1, X, J) d c3 for any X, y in T. (I.61 
This last assumption should be viewed as the fact that we have adopted 
time units corresponding to the “relaxation time” of the process to the 
equilibrium measure m. 
We can now introduce what we mean by good and bad points. We 
define i in [ 1, N] to belong to G the set of “good indices,” if 
for all C = &xi, IOsbR’), with 0 Q 1, and lOcbR’< r,,. (1.7) 
Roughly speaking, near a good point xi, in scales going from microscopic 
to macroscopic, the relative volume of the obstacles made of the 
Uj B(Xj, b&), in a ball centered at xi, is nondegenerate. This is of course a 
type of Wiener test condition. We are now going to use a classical covering 
argument to show that 
LEMMA 1.3. 
m u @xi, bE) ~6. 
( 1 i$G 
(1.8) 
Proof For i+! G, we know there exist li, such that lob&R” < r. and 
Di =def @x,, 10bcR’l) satisfies 
m Din fi B(x,, b&) 6&-‘m(D,). 
( > i= 1 
(1.9) 
Take now i, in M= G’ with maximal li,. Set M, to be the set of indices i 
in M, such that &xi, cb) is not contained in Di,. Define i2 to be an element 
of MI with maximal fi, and 44, to be the set of indices i in M, such that 
&x,, be) is not included in Dj, u D,. Continue like this with D,,, . . . . Dir, 
with M, = 0. Consider 1 <k <k’ d L. We know that D, does not contain 
B(x,,, bs). So d(x,, xik ) 2 10beRbr -be > 9bsR% On the other hand, 
; b.zR”a + y b.sR’Q < y bERIck < d(x,, xc,). 
This proves that B xitr y beR&k 
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From this 
<6~’ 1 m(D,,) by (1.9) 
k=l 
because of (1.1). and lob&R” < rO, ig M. But now by (l.lO), we know the 
balls appearing in the last sum are disjoint, so this sum is less than 
6m( T) = 6. This proves our claim. 1 
We introduce now the open set 
eb = T \ u B(,u,, b&). 
i/ E G 
if we denote respectively by T and Tb the entrance times 
T=inf{s~O,X,$8,}, T,=inf{saO, X,$0,}, 
The formulas 
r(s, -Y,L’)= PATI’) P:,,,C{T>s}l, s > 0, I, J in e,, (1.11) 
rb(s,x,?~)=p,(x,I’)PS,,,.C(Th)sJl, s>O,.r,yin9,, (1.12) 
define kernels satisfying the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. They 
generate on L2(8,, dm) and L2(8,, dm), respectively, strongly continuous, 
Hilbert-Schmidt (see (1.6)), and consequently trace class, self-adjoint 
contraction semigroups. We will denote by AK and Lb the (nonnegative) 
principal eigenvalue of the generators of these semigroups. If one of the 
open sets happens to be empty, it is understood that the corresponding 
“principal eigenvalue” is co. Moreover if one of x or y is not in 8, (resp. 
0,) in ( 1.1 1 ), ( 1.12), the corresponding expression is just zero. We have 
THEOREM 1.4. Consider b > a, M, 6 > 0. Suppose ( 1.1) IO ( 1.6) are 
satisfied. Then there exists q,(b, M, 6, R, rO, c,, c2, c3, b(. )) > 0, such that if 
E Q Ed, then 
i,r\M<~,r\ii4+6. (1.13) 
Remark 1.5. Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.4, let us explain here 
the necessity of introducing “good” and “bad” points xi. Let us explain 
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why we cannot always enlarge the obstacles by replacing the Ki, with 
&xi, b&) and hope that (1.13) holds. Take the case of usual Laplacian, on 
the unit torus. Then it is possible to build obstacles in the “constant 
capacity” regime (in dimension 3 for instance N spheres of radius 
ue=a/N), in such a way that Arc. will approximately be the Newtonian 
capacity of a ball of radius a, whereas A, will be approximately the capacity 
of a ball of radius b, that is roughly (b/a)“-’ i,, in dimension II B 3 (see, 
for instance, Simon [ 111). In dimension n 2 3, this tells us that ( 1.13) does 
not necessarily hold for small E, if one enlarges every obstacle. 
However, the “constant capacity” regime corresponds to a small volume 
of the obstacles, and in this case there can very well be no good points so 
that 19~ can be picked as the whole torus. In this case (1.13) is immediate. 
However, in the case of dimension 2 one has a “microscopic recurrence.” 
One does not asymptotically increase the principal eigenvalue by picking a 
bigger radius bc, instead of UE for the obstacles. We will give in 
Theorem 1.6, a result, where one can enlarge every obstacle, under a 
microscopic recurrence assumption. 
Proof Define D= lObR”, so that, m>, 1, 
)I--’ , (1.14) 
and set 
SBO, Xs~ 6 K,orX,$ fi B(x,, DE) (1.15) 
/=I /=I 
On the space C(W+ , T), we can define the sequence of stopping times: 
&=O, &+, =(T,+T+,)+~+S,,, (1.16) 
where 8,, t > 0, denotes the canonical shift on C( [w + , T). Set now 
(1.17) 
we have clearly T< S,. Observe that (1.4) (1.5) imply that 
forxET,iE[l,N], d(x,, x) < DE < r. 
~P,CT,,6~‘1~2cz~(D). (1.18) 
This inequality will have the consequence that the process cannot stay a 
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long time without hitting u, K, or exiting Uj B(x,, DE). More precisely, 
applying the Markov property we see that when ED < ro, 
so that 
P x [T >s] < (1 - 2~~4(D))~“:‘““, x E T, s > 0, 
for -YE u E(x~, DE) u K,, P,[T >s] 
j i 
1 
’ 1 - 2c,&D) exp -$log(l -2c&(D)) (1.19) 
Now set A = &, A M- 6, we will suppose A > 0, otherwise our claim is 
immediate. For XE Uj B(,u,, DE), E,[e”‘] = 1: e*’ &(s), if p( .) denotes the 
law of T, under P.,, 
and using (1.19) d 1 +(n/(l -2c,&D)))j,” e tn ~ (I,@) log(li(l ~ Zq@(O)))v do 
7 
ME’ 
” +(t -2cz&D))[log(1/(1-2c,qb(D)))-ME*]’ (1.20) 
provided ME’ < log[ 1 - 2c24( D)] ~ ‘. We now define 
so=% A inf E>O; 
I-~~~D,[~“P(~-ZC~~(D))~~~]~’ 
F ( 
-1 
> 8eM 1+c,+c,; . )I 1 
We now see that if E < so, for .Y E T 
E,[e”‘]<l+ 8eM 
L ( 
l+cj+c3: >I 
-I 
< 2. 
Let us now find an upper bound on E,[e’rb]. We have 
E,[eA’*] < e”( 1 + E,[E,,[e”*]]) 
(1.21) 
Qe M p( 1, X, ~7) E,.[eiTb] h(p) 
T 
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NOW E,.[eiTh] = 1 + s$ Ae”“P,.[ T, > u] du. So ST. E,.[eirb] dm(y) < 1 + 
j”c Ae”” IT. P,[T, > u] dm(y) do. Now using spectral theory 
if E, is a resolution of the identity on L’(06, dm) associated with the s.a. 
semigroup with kernel Y,, in (1.12). Note that II1,,1/*< 1, so that 
~rPIITh>t’] dm(y)<ep’““, and consequently 
jT E,.[eATb] dm( It) < 1 + 1 x Ae*“- &” dv < 1 + $. 
0 
So we have obtained 
for x in T, Er[eAT*]<eM l+c,+c,X . 
> 
(1.22) 
We are now going to study the integrability of eAT. We can assume OK # 0, 
without loss of generality. For .Y E 8,, we have (the finiteness of L follows 
from the proof below) 
E.,[e”‘] < E.,[eASL] 
% 
6 1 + c E., Xs,, . . . . Xsk $ u K,, ensk ExTk 
k=O [ 
x [eiThExTb [e”l {XrE vJKi}]]]. 
< 1 + f E, 
k=O c 
X,,, . . . . X, 6 u K,, eiSk 
1 ( 
.2e”” 
i 
l+r,+c,X ) 
> 
because of ( 1.21), ( 1.22). Let us now consider for x E 8,, and k > 1 (so 
x,# U 4) 
E, X,,,, . . . . X,, $ U K,, ersk 
i 1 
= E, X,, . . . . X,,-, 4 u Kj, eLsk-l 
I 
x&,-, [eirh+’ ‘%l {X,+,e,d $J &}I]. 
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Observe that X, E UjE G B(x,, bs), and using (1.21), (1.22), the last quan- 
tity is less than 
(1.23) 
Now pick j, E G. We know that since E d E,,, DE = lObR”.z < r,,. Moreover, 
for d(x, x,,) = lObR’&, 0 < I < m, because of (1.2) and our definition of being 
good (1.7), 
Now (1.3), (1.4) also imply that 
for in [ 1, N], d(x;, J) Q btz < ro, P,.CL,< L,.x,.,R-Z,,Oba)Cl Bcz. (1.25) 
But if y E B(x.,, lObR’&) and y E &x,, bs) for some i, 
B(xi, (R - 2) 1OEb) c B(xj,,, ( lOR’+ I+ lO(R - 2)) be) 
c B(x,,, lObR’+ ‘E), withO<l<m. 
If we now combine this remark with (1.24), (1.25) we find that 
(1.26) 
It now follows applying the Markov property at the times Te,x,O,,,,,~E,,, 
Odkm, that 
Now in view of how we picked m in (1.14) and the fact that XT,, belongs 
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to Uicc &xi, be), the expansion in (1.23) is dominated by a. We now see 
that, for kZ 1 
1 lC 
the previous inequality is also obvious for k = 0. So for x E 19, 
E,[eAT] d 1 + 2e,M 
From this we find that 
cc > I E,[e”T] dm(x) = 1 + jiX Aen’ j I’,[ T> u] &r(x) dtl 
= 1 +Jox Ae”“C (b,, l)~l,,,ep”“‘du, (1.29) 
I 
where A,, 4, are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions associated with the 
generator corresponding to the kernel r on 6,. Now it is classical see [6], 
that the Dirichlet form E associated with the selfadjoint semigroup of kernel 
r, decreases under absolute values. In fact with obvious notations E(f,f) 
is the increasing limit of (1/2t) SBK (f(~l) -J(X))’ r(t, x, J*) dm(x) dm(y) + 
+ j0,f2(-~)(l - r(t, .Y, .v)) dm(+~) dNv), as r LO. It follows that one of the 
coefficients (ba, 1 )‘, where d,, is associated with the principal eigenvalue 
i, is not zero, indeed the eigenspace contains a nonzero nonnegative 
function. Now condition (1.29) holds only if 1 <AR, which implies our 
claim (1.13). 1 
We are now going to give a version of Theorem 1.4, adapted to the 
“microscopically recurrent” situation. We suppose now that we have 
rO, c2, c,>O, such that (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) hold, and that 
there exists a function I(/( .): (0, 1) -+ (6, co), such that for iE [ 1, N], 
d(-xit -y) = Eb <r. * KCTtc, < TB,.r,.E~trl))~-l > 1 - 9. (1.30) 
We now consider the open set left free by the enlarged obstacles: 
8, = r\U,“=, B(x,, bc), together with the corresponding principal eigen- 
value 1,. We now have 
THEOREM 1.6. Consider b > a, M, 6 >O. Suppose (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), 
(1.30) hold. Then there exists Zo(b, M, 6, ro, c2, c3, q5( .), 1//( .)) >O, such that 
if c<go, then 
Xb A MdlK A M+S. (1.31) 
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Proof Now one does not have to consider bad points, and one simply 
picks D= $([8e”(1 + cj + cXM/6)] -‘), now if one picks &, given by the 
same formula as .sO in the proof of Theorem 1.4, one can now observe that 
thanks to (1.30), for x E B(.u,, bc), (E 6 &), 
and consequently the expression in (1.23) can be bounded by a. The proof 
then proceeds as before. 1 
We are now going to apply Theorem 1.4, 1.6, to a situation where the 
(xi) are given by a point process and the compact obstacles Ki will be 
“measurably” related to the (xi). More precisely, we assume that we have 
a compact K on T x T, and that for each point ?li in the support of our 
random point measure N(o, dx) defined on some (Q, F), we associate 
Ki = K( xi), where K( ~1) is defined by 1 KC,.,(~~) = l,(y, x). If we denote by P 
the probability governing our random point measure, we also assume that 
one has a Poisson-like control on the probability that no point falls on a 
set given by a V > 0, such that 
for any bore1 subset A G T, P[N(o, A)=01 <exp{ -Cm(A)}. (1.32) 
Let us mention that as before we assume that we have a control on the size 
of the obstacles given by K(y) c B( y, ae). Now for each o in Q we can use 
formula (1.11) to define a measurable kernel rJs, X, y) corresponding to 
the random free open set 0,(o) = T\U, K,. 
We are now going to derive upper bounds for the averaged trace of the 
operator associated with r( t, ., . ), given by (see Kato [ 7, p. 5241) 
A(t) = E jTP( t, -y, x) E:,.,CUT> [)I Wx) , 
1 
(1.33) 
and of the averaged survival probability at time t when starting with the 
invariant measure 
B(t)=lE 
c 
s dm(x)E,[l(T>t)] 
T 1 
. (1.34) 
Since classically, using symmetry of r, one has 
r(t,x,y)=lr(~,,~,~)r(~,i,~)dm(l)b(r(t,l.x)r(l,y,y))l.’ 
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we obtain 
B(t) G A(t), t > 0. (1.35) 
We suppose now that we have a covering C,, of T by closed sets of 
diameter inferior or equal to b&. We denote by 
NhE, the number of closed sets of such a covering. (1.36) 
We will denote by U,, the collection of open sets U of T whose comple- 
ment is made of a finite union of elements of the covering C,,. Note that 
the number of elements of U,, is less than or equal to 2NhE. We will also 
denote by A(U) the principal eigenvalue of the generator of the selfadjoint, 
trace class semigroup associated with our process killed outside U (see 
(l.ll), (1.12)). This class Uhcr will serve as a “discrete” approximation of 
the possible free open sets e,(w) or modified free open sets e,(o), which 
occur due to our random point process on T. Finally we introduce a 
substitute assumption to (1.4) more convenient in our random situation, 
namely, 
for X, J* in T, with d(s, ~9) d bz < r,,, P,[ T,,!, < $E’] > 2~~. (1.4)’ 
as well as 
there is a function II/: (0, 1) + (b, x ) such that for d( x, y) = Eb < r. 
f’xCT,,,., < T,t,..,,,,,,~l ’ 1 - v. (1.30)’ 
THEOREM 1.7. Consider b > a, M, 6 > 0. 
(1) Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1.4 are satisfied with (1.4) 
replaced by the stronger (1.4)‘, then if& 6 Eo(b, M, 6, R, rO, c,, cl, c3, q5(. )), 
and t > 1, 
B(t) < A(t) < c322N*c ev(M- [?A, Ct(4U) A M-6)+G(m(U)-6)]). 
(1.37) 
(2) Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1.6 are satisfied with (1.4) 
replaced by (1.4)‘, (1.30) by (1.30)‘, ifs < E,(b, M, 6, ro, ~2, ~3, d( .), II/(. I), 
and t > 1, 
B(t)~A(t)~c,2Nb”exp{iCI-L~~h~ [t(J.(U) A M-6)+?m(U)]}. (1.38) 
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Proof. We will give the proof of (1.37), the modifications to obtain 
(1.38), will be obvious from the proof. Denote by Ai( ia 1, the 
increasing sequence of eigenvalues of the generator corresponding to the 
kernel r,,, (with n’(w)= ,I,), and set p(w, d;l) =CIa, dl,(w,. We have for 
t>, 1, 
using Theorem 1.4, where E < sO. Let us now denote by 
DTba(m), the complement in T of the union of elements in the 
covering C,, containing one of the points of the random measure N(w, dx), 
(1.40) 
o,,(w), the complement in T of the union of elements 
in the covering C,, containing some point of the support 
of the measure N(o, dx) which is good (see (1.7)). (1.41) 
Let us observe that since every element of C,, has diameter < bc, 
e,(o) = I,,. (1.42) 
From this, it is fairly easy to deduce by a variational formula on the semi- 
groups (considered as acting on L: (T, dm)), that 
h(m) 2 A(D,,(w)). (1.43) 
Moreover one has ubE c U,, u (elements of Cbs containing a bad point}. 
Using Lemma 1.1, we see that 
Ube c Dbba and m(Ob,)<m(UbE)+6. (1.44) 
From (1.39), we can now write 
A(t) 6 c3eM 1 E[exp{ - t(A, A M- 6)) 1 {V,,(w) = u, O,,(w) = O}], 
(L:,u’)inA 
where A is the subset of Ubc x U,, of couples (U, u) such that UC l7, 
580,94:2-2 
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m(O) <m(U)+ 6. Observe that from the covering property of C,, and 
(1.40), we have N(w, U,,(w)) = 0. So using (1.43), 
A(t)<c,eM C e-rr/.(c)A’M-61 EC{N(o. U,=O}l 
( 1:. 0) in A 
from which (1.37) follows immediately, since the cardinality of A is less 
than 22”‘bc. Let us mention that (1.38) is even simpler to prove since one 
now just has to work with V,,(W)~~,(O), and one can disregard the 
notion of good and bad points. 1 
II. A PRELIMINARY APPLICATION 
In this section, we are going to give an application of Theorem 1.7 to 
obtain an asymptotic result in the case of Brownian motion on the torus. 
More precisely we look at Brownian motion on the torus T = ( R/LZ)d, as 
our base process. We suppose that we have a Poisson cloud of points of 
intensity vt dx, where dx is Lebesgue measure on the torus. We also 
consider C a nonpolar compact subset of KY’, contained in B(0, a). To each 
point xi of the random point measure we will associate the obstacle 
xi+ t -‘jdC, with an obvious abuse of notation. Our aim in this section is 
to obtain an asymptotic upper bound for t ~ ’ log A(t) and t - ’ log B(t) 
when t becomes large. In our situation A(t) and B(t) have a simpler form. 
Indeed, the event {T> t} corresponds to the fact that the Wiener sausage 
w’-yx) = u()<s<, X, - t -lidC, does not contain any point of the 
Poisson process:& ,4(t) and B(t) defined in (1.33) and (1.34) are now 
given by 
AL(t) = p”( t, 0,O) L”EhJexp{ - vf ) W:-“““I }], (2-l) 
BL(t)=E,[exp(-vt IW:-‘“‘1}], (2.2) 
where I .I denotes the volume, m is the normalized Lebesgue measure, and 
PLO, .> .) is the transition density of Brownian motion with respect o the 
nonnormalized volume measure d,u. In order to apply the result of 
Section I, for t > 0, we introduce the subset K, of T x T given by K, = 
((x,y)eTxT,y=x+t-‘idCmodLZd}. Wealsosete=t-‘Id. Wehave 
LEMMA 2.1. For any h>a, 6>0, M>O, assumptions (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), 
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(1.4)‘, (1.5), (1.6) hold uniformly on t >O. Moreooer when d= 1, 2, (1.30)’ 
holds uniformly on t > 0, as well. 
Proof: We pick r0 = L/2, so that the canonical projection from any 
open Euclidean ball of radius r0 in R” on T is a bijection. If we choose 
K = 3d, (1.1) is clearly satisfied. Assumption (1.6) is immediate. Let us 
explain how (1.4)’ is checked. Using scaling and translation invariance, we 
are reduced to checking that 
inf W, T,<i >O, 
I-1 sh [ 1 
(2.3) 
where W, denotes Wiener measure starting from z. Now if we adjoint an 
auxiliary independent exponential time of parameter 1, and denote by y the 
last visit to C before this exponential death time, using the distribution of 
the last visit, see Chung [2], Port-Stone [lo], we have with an obvious 
abuse of notation. 
W,[T,+ W++;] 
where e is the l-equilibrium measure of C. The previous quantity is bigger 
than 
(2rcs))d/‘exp{ -r--2F[dsCap,(C), 
if Cap,(C) denotes the l-capacity of C, that is the mass of e(dy). We can 
set the quantity (2.4) to be 2c,. Let us explain how one picks R to satisfy 
(1.2), (1.3). Let z be a point of R”, with IzI = 1. Then if E is a compact sub- 
set of the closed ball of radius 1 and volume wd centered in 0, of measure 
2 3 -d~wd, we then have 
def 
W;[T,<1]~W;[X,,,2~E]~~-d’2e-‘X3-ds~d= 2C,. (2.5) 
Now we simply have to pick R > 3, such that 
wzCT~,o.w< 11 <cl 
1 
TB,o.locR-2,,C<~ <c2, 2b I 
and now using again a scaling and translation invariance argument, we see 
that (1.2), (1.3) are satisfied. Assumption (1.5) is obtained by an argument 
similar to that in (2.5). Now in dimensions 1 and 2, observe that the func- 
tions h(z) = WJT, < TB,O,r,CI, are harmonic on the complement of C in 
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B(0, r), and increase pointwise to 1 as r goes to infinity. By Dini’s theorem, 
we see that lim, _ r inf,,,=,d,(z)= 1. Again by scaling this yields (1.30)’ 
immediately. 1 
We now have 
THEOREM 2.2. 
- -7--- 
llrn r-‘10gB~(t)6 hm t-‘lOgA,( -;h[, {L~IUI +d(u)), (2.6) I--+X I--+X 
where U denotes the class of open sets of the torus with Lebesgue negligible 
boundary*. 
Proof: Pick any b > a, 6, M > 0. In view of Lemma 2.1, we see that in 
order to apply the bound (1.37) of Theorem 1.7, we have to introduce a 
covering of T by closed sets of diameter inferior or equal to be = bt-I“‘. To 
this end, we simply divide each segment [0, L], into at most 
[L/( b/Jd) t ~ ’ “I+ 1 segments of length (b/d@ t ~ ’ ” each except maybe for 
the “last one.” In this way T gets covered by at most ((L A/b) t”“+ 1 )d 
cubes each of which has diameter less than bt-‘*‘d= b&. By Theorem 1.7, 
and Lemma 2.1, we know that we have c) > 0, such that for t large enough, 
B,(t)6A,(t)dc3exp 2log2 b 
1 ( 
w$i+ 1 
> 
d+M 
- inf (t(L(U) A M-b)+vt(IUl -LdS)) 
I 
, (2.7) LrE LJbr 
But the open sets in U,, are made of open sets complement of finite 
union of cubes, so that their boundaries are Lebesgue negligible. So if we 
replace the class U,, by U, the bound (2.7) is still valid. Moreover, - 
lim,+, t-‘logA, < 210g2(L&/b)d-inf,{A(.U) A M--6+vIUI--Ld~), 
but inf,{~(U)r\M-6+vIUI-Ld6}~inf,I1(U)+vIUJ)r\M-(Ld+1)6, 
and if we let successively b go to infinity, 6 go to zero and M go to infinity, 
we get our claim. 1 
III. LIFSCHITZ TAIL AND WIENER SAUSAGE ASYMPTOTICS 
We now consider on R”, d 2 1, a Poisson point measure N(o, dzc), 
defined on some probability space (Q, F, p) with intensity v dx, v > 0. We 
suppose we are given as well a nonpolar compact set C of Rd contained in 
the ball of radius a > 0, centered at the origin 0 of UP’. We then define for 
each ~EQ, obstacles on R”, by taking the collection of translates y + C, 
where y runs over the support of N(o, .). 
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Consider now the random empirical measure 
[N(oy da)= (B,, in, -!- C 6h,,,,(da), on CO, ‘m)), (3.1) 
where B, is the ball of radius N centered at 0, and (i&~))~~, is the 
increasing sequence of eigenvalues of - fd, with Dirichlet eigenvalues on 
8B,V and on the obstacles intersecting BN. Of course the precise meaning 
is given in terms of semigroups as in Section I. The following result is 
classical, see Carmona [l] for a review, or [S]. 
P-as. as N -+ “G, l.v( &) converges vaguely to a deterministic. 
measure I on [0, m)), (density of states) with Laplace transform (3.2) 
L(t) = (2zf)-d’2 Eb,,[exp{ --I’ ) WY1 )I; 
here E& denotes the standard Brownian bridge expectation in time t, and 
w:= UO<S<, A’, - C, the Wiener sausage in time t modeled on -C. 
In fact it is known that if one looks at m,(w, &), the random measure 
defined analogously as I,(o, &) except that one picks Neumann boundary 
conditions I!TB,, m,,,(o, A) converges P-a.s. to the same limit. This is not 
the case for instance in the hyperbolic space situation, see [13-153. 
We want to study the behavior near A = 0 of I( [0, I”]). Having in mind 
to use a Tauberian theorem, we look at the long time behavior of L(t). We 
will also study simultaneously the long time behavior of E,[exp{ -v I WF I}], 
where E, denotes the standard Brownian motion expectation. 
We will first start with an asymptotic lower bound, which is essen- 
tially proved in Donsker-Varadhan [4], at least in the case of 
E,[exp{ --P 1 @$‘I}]. F or a bounded open set U in R”, we will denote by 
U”, the u-neighborhood of U, and by A(U) the principal Dirichlet eigen- 
value of - fd in U. 
THEOREM 3.1. For t > 0, and U a bounded open subset of Rd, 
1 
L(t)>iexp- (v IU”( +22(U)). (3.3) 
If U denotes the class of open bounded subsets of Rd, ,vith Lebesgue 
negligible boundary 
lim tPd~‘d+2’log(L(t))~ -i;f {v 1111 +1(U)}, - (3.4) 
I - cx 
iim t~d~‘d+2’logE,[exp{-vIW~~j]~-i~f{v/U~+~(U)}. (3.5) 
I--t 71 
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Proof: Let us start with (3.3). Using translation invariance, 
L(r)=lUl~‘jl,d~.r(2nr)~“‘E:,.,Cexpj-v lW:lj] 
=lUl-‘E J (2nt)~“:‘E:.,.,[l(T(w:w)>t)]dx , 
C’ 1 
where T denotes the exit time of X,(~V) from the free open set left by the 
obstacles. 
B IU( -1 J (27rf))d’ E-~,,[l(T,,,>t)].P[N(o, U”)=O]d.x 
L’ 
=/iJ-‘expj-v~CJ”/}j (2~t)-*.‘E:.,,[l(T~,~>t)]d.u. 
1’ 
But ju (27~)~‘~ E:,,[ l( T,, > t)] d.x is the trace of the trace class operator 
R, with kernel (2nt) ~ *‘Z e ~ C-Y ~! b2, 1 
and as such is bigger than e -ri’L”. 
Ei, ?‘ [ l( T,, > t)] defined on L2( V, d-x), 
Our claim (3.3) follows from this. In 
order to derive (3.4), let us apply (3.3) to the bounded open set r”‘df2)U, 
where U belongs to U. We find for t>O, ~C(t)>t~~,‘~+‘) IUI -’ 
exp - { vt d:(d+ 2) ~a’-’ ld+?) I + t”‘“+“i( U)), where we used A(t’ ‘d+2’U) = 
t- Z.‘(d+2’A( I!/)which follows directly from Brownian scaling. Since IiiUl = 0, 
we find that for any U in U, 
!i&l t~d~‘~‘+~‘log(L(t))~-(vlUI+~(U)3. 
I - I 
From this (3.4) follows. 
Let us finally prove (3.5). Pick UE U, and consider tl’(d+ “U, We have, 
quite similarly, 
WexpC - ~1 I WF I )I 
=t 
pd:td+Z) 1~1 ~1 (E d-x E.,.[ l( T> t)] 1 
> t-d;(d+2’ I UJ --I jz,,,d+z,,: dx E,[ l( T,I ,d+~,~,< > t)] 
x P[N(w, (t’!‘d+2)U)u)=O] 
= exp { _ ,,pW + 2 1 1 ,y’ ++“I} IUI-‘?; d.uE,[1(T,.,>rd”d+2’)] 
C’ 
= 1~1 -1 C (Q~, 1)2 exp{ -Vtdl(d+2) I(I”‘m”‘d”‘l - td/(df2’Ai(u)>, 
;>I 
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where $i are the eigenfunctions associated with the Ai( V). Now by the same 
argument used at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.4, we know that one 
of the coefftcients (di, l)I corresponding to the principal eigenvalue is not 
zero. From this (3.5) follows as before. 1 
Recall that in Section II, we have considered the torus T, = ( [W/IZ)~. We 
will use the obvious notations U, and AL(U), relative to T, in what 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
,FE t-di(d+2) log(L(t))< -sup inf {v llil +iL(V)}, 
L CIEUL 
(3.6) 
lim r-di(d+2)log &[exp{ -11 IIVFI}] < -sup inf {v IUI +2,(V)}. 
,--rZC L UEUL 
(3.7) 
Proof Our claim will follow from the two observations 
,qr) < (t’;(d+2,L)-dAL(tdi(d+2)), 
E,[exp{ -v 1 WFI )] <BL(td”d+2’), 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
combined with Theorem 2.2. Let us check (3.8). If we look at our process 
in space units of size tl”d+ 2’ and time units t2,‘(df 2), we find 
L(t)= t-d.‘d+2)(2~td.(d+2J)~d;2 
x EE+2’ [exp{ -~f~“~+” IW~:d:~+2’l >I. 
Moreover, if p( . ) is the canonical projection from [Wd to T,, then the image 
on C( [O, s], T,), “under p,” of the measure 
(27c.~)-~~ c exp 
kcbd 
is exactly pf(0, 0) E;k[ .], where pf. is the transition density of Brownian 
motion on TL with ’ respect to Lebesgue measure, and E;,k the corre- 
sponding bridge in time s expectation. If we apply this observation at time 
s = rd’(d+2), and note that the volume decreases under projection we get 
(3.8). Similarly we obtain (3.9). 1 
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We now have a lemma whose proof is essentially in Donsker-Varadhan 
[4], that we include for the reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
sup inf{v/UI+Ir(U)}=i;f{vlUI+A(U)). 
L UL 
(3.8)’ 
Proof: It clearly suffices to prove that the right member is dominated 
by the left member, in view of Theorems 3.1, 3.2. To this end we will show 
that for any 6 > 0, we can find L such that for any U E U,, there exists 
VEU with 
s+[11Iul+;LL(LI)I](1+6)~vIvI+~(v). (3.9)’ 
Observe first that we can construct a function 0 <h, < 1, when La 4, 
with compact support in (0, L)d, belonging to H’(Rd) such that h, = 1 on 
C,/%L-fil’, and IVh,l 6cL, with cL -+O as L + co. We know, see 
Fukushima [6, Th. 4.421, that 
(C,(U) continuous functions with compact support in U). Pick such a 4 
with EL(~,~)=~SC’IV~12dx~~L(U)+6/2. 
Denote by S, the image in T, of [,/%, L - &Id. Then from the 
formula 
we know there exists a point y in [0, L]‘, such that for j = p(y) E T,, 
(3.10) 
Define I’ to be the preimage in y + (0, L)d of (1. Since y + (0, L)d is a 
fundamental domain, it follows that 1 VI = I UI. If we view 4 as a periodic 
function on R”, I++(X) =4(x) h,(x - JJ) belongs to H’(Rd) n C,(V). 
Moreover 
l>,jI(I~(x)dx>l-j~~(x)l;(x-~)~~~l-~~ 
JL 
(3.11) 
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and denoting by h,. the function hL(. - J), since 0 6 h,. < 1, IVh,. I< cL, 
E(W=~[/ IV~12h:dx+2S~~,Vh,.Vddrc+1~2 IVhJ’] 
=i,(U)(1+2c,)+c, (3.12) 
Moreover it is immediately checked that Id VI = 0, our claim (3.9) follows 
at once, using (3.11) (3.12). [ 
We now have, collecting Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and Lemma 3.3, 
THEOREM 3.4. 
lim rpd;‘d+2)log(L(t))= lim t- ! d’cd+2J log(E,[exp( -v I IYFl}]) 
I - r. I - 35 
def 
= -i;f (v (UI +A(U))= -c(d, v). (3.13) 
Using the fact that the minimal volume bounded open set with a given 
principal Dirichlet eigenvalue in R ’ is realized by a suitable sphere, 
Donsker-Varadhan calculated that 
c(d, v) = (VOd)2i(d+2~ (d+2)(2+),‘d+2’, (3.14) 
where Ad is the principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of - iA in a ball of radius 1 
and md the volume of such a ball. 
Using the Minlos-Povzner Tauberian theorem in Fukushima [6], we 
obtain 
COROLLARY 3.5. 
/([0,i])=exp{-\~~B((+)“2)~ (I+u(L))),uj1gvesro;~ro. (3.15) 
Remark 3.6. (1) So we see that for any nonpolar obstacle G, the 
Lifschitz tail behavior of the density of states corresponding to obstacles 
which are translations of C at the points of a Poisson random measure of 
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intensity v dx is of the following kind: for small A, I( [0, A]) decreases to 0, 
roughly as the probability for the Poisson point process to put no points 
in a minimal volume open set with fundamental Dirichlet eigenvalue A for 
- ;A. Here the minimal volume open set is given by a ball of radius 
(ld/l)‘:2. 
(2) Let us finally mention that the method we have used in the pre- 
sent paper is not suited to cover results corresponding to similar questions 
in the hyperbolic space case, see [13-l 51. Roughly this comes from the fact 
that the type of scaling assumptions we made in Section I, do not fit with 
the hyperbolic situation. It would be of interest to derive more precise 
Lifschitz tail results in the hyperbolic case, to determine what exactly 
happens in this rather different scaling situation. 
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